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EDITORIAL: You have a right to my opinion!
Another year is done but a good year it was.
With the formation of the Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu Zen
Domei-kai Hyou Michi has been extended to include
news on the happenings around the alliance The Panther
Lineage International Jujutsu Alliance so please let me know what is
going on around the place.
During November your editor traveled to Malaysia where
I caught up with Master Perera, Master Kam Hock HOE’s
son and inheritor of his jujutsu heritage and with KHEN
Han Ming Master Kam’s grandson, I also caught up with
Master Aridas headmaster of the International Jujutsu
Foundation (IJF) and while I was on Penang I caught up
with Master Yogaraju Arjunan of the Kam Jujutsu Society.
More about this in time!

JUNE 2018

Remember, budo is like life. You have to be in it!
Train often, train hard, train smart.

A CONVERSATION WITH OUR SHUSEKI SHIHAN: MASTER ERROL PERERA
JOHN COLLETT Shihan

In late November I had an opportunity to make a very quick trip to
Malaysia. The reason for the trip was particularly to touch base with
Master Perera who is Master Kam Hock HOE’s adopted son and
successor in jujutsu as well as a few other people involved one way or
another with our jujutsu.
The stars lined up for me as Master Perera was only available on the very
day that I was able to get myself to Petaling Jaya to see him.

Errol PERERA: Shuseki Shihan International Jujutsu Institute

During our discussions I confirmed on behalf of Master Lea that the
Kokusai Jujutsu Kenkyukai still considers him to be the head of our style of
jujutsu as Master Kam’s successor.
I was able to present him with a certificate from Master Lea
acknowledging him as JUDAN 10th Dan and naming him SHUSEKI SHIHAN Head
Shihan of the BANKOKU JUJUTSU GAKUIN the International Jujutsu Institute and DENTO NO
KYOJU Professor of the tradition of Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu and SEKAI GAKUENCHOU World Head
Master of Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu.
Master Perera confirmed to me that he continues to support Master Lea
in his efforts to live up to Master Kam’s legacy and that he recognises the
Kokusai Jujutsu Kenkyukai as an organisation in good standing.
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THE KOKUSAI JUJUTSU KENKYUKAI GRADING SYSTEM
JOHN COLLETT

The grading system used by the Kokusai Jujutsu Kenkyukai The Society has
two streams, one stream for jujutsu and the other for kuatsu. The two
streams are independent of each other, however, progression through
the senior jujutsu grades must be accompanied by training in kuatsu.

JUJUTSU GRADES
The jujutsu grading system consists of three divisions, MUDANSHA
black belt holders,

YUDANSHA 有段家

Black belt holders up the 4th dan

無段家 Non

and KODANSHA ⾼段者

Black

belt holders above 4th dan.

MUDANSHA DIVISION
The mudansha division consists of the white belt, novice beginner known
as MUKYU 無級 No kyu plus seven kyu grades as shown below:
BELT

GRADE
MUKYU

DESCRIPTION
無級 MU KYU: White belt novice

NANAKYU

漆級 7TH KYU: White Belt with red markings

ROKUKYU

陸級 6TH KYU: White Belt with orange markings

GOKYU

伍級 5TH KYU: White Belt with yellow markings

YONKYU

陸級 4TH KYU: White Belt with green markings

SANKYU

参級 3RD KYU: White Belt with blue markings

NIKYU

弐級 2ND KYU: White Belt with indigo markings

IKKYU

壱級 1ST KYU: White Belt with purple markings

NOTE: that all kyu grade members wear a white belt
YUDANSHA DIVISION
The yudansha division consists of four black belt levels, shodan, nidan,
sandan and yondan. Members that demonstrate a deeper
understanding and commitment to the jujutsu methods may also receive
a traditional Dentouteki Menkyo licence as shown below:
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BELT

ALTERNATE

GRADE

NONE

SHODAN

DESCRIPTION
初段 SHODAN: BLACK BELT 1ST DAN
OPTIONAL: 免許奥⼊伝 MENKYO OKUIRIDEN

NONE

NIDAN

弐段 NIDAN: BLACK BELT 2ND DAN
OPTIONAL: 免許進捗伝 MENKYO SHINCHOKUDEN

SANDAN

参段 SANDAN: BLACK BELT 3RD DAN
OPTIONAL: 免許⽬録伝 MENKYO MOKUROKUDEN

May also wear a black belt with a central red
stripe - the back of the belt is black

YONDAN

陸段 YONDAN: BLACK BELT 4TH DAN
OPTIONAL: 免許前進伝 MENKYO ZENSHINDEN

May also wear a belt with longitudinal red and
black halves with the red half upper most - the
back of the belt is black

KODANSHA DIVISION
The kodansha division consists of six black belt levels that are each
awarded as traditional licences and equivalenced to a dan grade as
shown below. Within the society members will describe themselves as, for
example, MENKYO KAIDEN rather than as NANADAN:
BELT

ALTERNATE

GRADE

DESCRIPTION

MENKYO
MENKYO GOKUIIRIDEN
OKUIIRIDEN
G
ALSO GODAN: BLACK BELT 5TH DAN 伍段
May also wear a belt with longitudinal red and
white halves with the red half upper most - the
back of the belt is black

MENKYO
INKADEN

MENKYO INKADEN
ALSO ROKUDAN: BLACK BELT 6TH DAN 陸段

May also wear a belt with alternate red and
black sections most - the back of the belt is
black

MENKYO
KAIDEN

MENKYO KAIDEN
ALSO NANADAN: BLACK BELT 7TH DAN 漆段

May also wear a belt with alternate red and
white sections most - the back of the belt is
black

MENKYO
SOUDEN

MENKYO SOUDEN
ALSO HACHIDAN: BLACK BELT 8TH DAN 捌段

May also wear a belt with a red body and a
black section at each end - the back of the belt
is black
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BELT

ALTERNATE

GRADE

DESCRIPTION

KODANSHA CONTINUED
MENKYO

OKUGI-KAIDEN

MENKYO OKUGI-KAIDEN
ALSO KYUDAN: BLACK BELT 9TH DAN 玖段

May also wear a belt with a red body and a
white section at each end - the back of the belt
is black

DENTO NO KYOJU DENTO NO KYOJU/ MENKYO KYOJUDEN
ALSO

JUDAN: BLACK BELT 10TH DAN 拾段

MENKYO KYOJUDEN May also wear a belt with a full red body - the
back of the belt is black

KUATSU GRADES
The societies kuatsu grading system consists of seven licences as shown
below.
There are no dan grades in the societies kuatsu method.
NAME

DESCRIPTION

活⽣新⼊

Kuatsu Shinnyu Kuatsu Initiate is awarded to those
jujutsuan that have completed the Kuatsu
Shinnyu course and have made a start on
understanding the kuatsu tradition

KUATSU SHINNYU
活⽣許可
KUATSU KYOKA
活⽣教練
KUATSU KYOREN
活⽣名⼿
KUATSU MEISHU

活⽣⾨家
KUATSU SENMONKA

活⽣顧問
KUATSU KOMON
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Kuatsu Kyoka Kuatsu Disciple is awarded to holders
of Kuatsu Shinnyu that have completed the
Kuatsu Kyoka course and have been
accepted as disciples of the kuatsu tradition
Kuatsu Kyoren Kuatsu Practitioner is awarded to
holders of Kuatsu Kyoka that have completed
the Kuatsu Kyoren course and have developed
a deeper understanding of the kuatsu tradition
Kuatsu Meishu Kuatsu Expert is awarded to holders
of Kuatsu Kyoren that have completed the
Kuatsu Meishu course and have demonstrated
a thorough understand of the kuatsu tradition
and are recognised as an expert practitioner
of kuatsu and hakuda
Kuatsu Senmonka Kuatsu Specialist is awarded to
holders of Kuatsu Meishu that have completed
the Kuatsu Meishu course and have
demonstrated a deeper understand of the
kuatsu tradition and are recognised as a
specialist practitioner of kuatsu and hakuda
Kuatsu Komon Kuatsu Advisor is awarded to holders
of Kuatsu Senmonka that have carried out
research and development on kuatsu and is
recognised
as
having
an
outstanding
understanding of kuatsu and hakuda
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NAME

DESCRIPTION

KUATSU CONTINUED

DENTO NO KYOJU

DENTO NO KYOJU/ MENKYO KYOJUDEN
ALSO

MENKYO KYOJUDEN

NOTE:

JUDAN: BLACK BELT 10TH DAN 拾段

May also wear a belt with a full red body - the
back of the belt is black

the senior grade MENKYO KYOJUDEN, also known as DENTOU NO KYOJU
is common across jujutsu and kuatsu.

SPECIAL LICENCES
The society also has two rarely awarded special licences that are also
common to Jujutsu and Kuatsu, they are:
NAME

DESCRIPTION

免許監守⼈伝
MENKYO KANSHUNINDEN

The MENKYO KANSHUNINDEN Custodian of the Tradition is a licence
awarded to senior practitioners given the responsibility of
being custodians for the inner most secrets of the Hyouha Bankoku Jujutsu tradition
This licence is equivalent to Jun Judan Provisional 10th Dan

教授代理
KYOJU DAIRI

The KYOJU DAIRI Professor’s Representative is a licence awarded to
those few senior practitioners of Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu
that are authorized to represent the headmaster

TITLES
In addition to the grading systems described above the society may
award senior practitioners with a teaching title, sometimes called SHOGO
称号 Title

.

These titles are available for bestowing on people that demonstrate
appropriate behaviors, discipline and technical abilities. The teaching
titles awarded by the society are as follows:
NAME
先⽣
SENSEI
師範
SHIHAN

DESCRIPTION
SENSEI

Teacher

YUDANSHA

is a commonly used title for any member of the

有段者 The black belt category of Jujutsuans

SHIHAN is typically awarded to jujutsuan around MENKYO
INKADEN to identify them as a master instructor
The correct term of address outside the society is Shihan
The commonly used term of address within the society is
Sensei
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NAME

DESCRIPTION

TITLES CONTINUED
皆伝師範
KAIDEN SHIHAN

KAIDEN SHIHAN is awarded to holders of Shihan that have been
promoted to Menkyo Kaiden
The correct term of address outside the society is Shihan
The commonly used term of address within the society is
Sensei

相伝師範
SOUDEN SHIHAN

SOUDEN SHIHAN is awarded to holders of Shihan that have been
promoted to Menkyo Souden
The correct term of address outside the society is Shihan
The commonly used term of address within the society is
Sensei

奥義皆伝師範
OKUGI-KAIDEN SHIHAN

OKUGI-KAIDEN SHIHAN is awarded to holders of Shihan that have
been promoted to Menkyo Okugi-kaiden
The correct term of address outside the society is Shihan
The commonly used term of address within the society is
Sensei

監守⼈伝師範
KANSHUNINDEN SHIHAN

KANSHUNINDEN SHIHAN is awarded to holders of Shihan that have
been promoted to Menkyo Kanshuninden
The correct term of address outside the society is Shihan
The commonly used term of address within the society is
Sensei

最古師範
SAIKO SHIHAN

Head Shihan of a Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu organisation,
specifically the headmaster of the Kokusai Jujutsu Kenkyukai,
it supersedes the archaic title “Danna” Head of the Household
The correct term of address outside the society is Shihan, the
commonly used term of address within the society is Shihan,
Master, Danna or Sensei are acceptable

主席師範
SHUSEKI SHIHAN

Head Shihan of Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu, specifically the
headmaster of the Bankoku Jujutsu Gakuen International Jujutus
Institute in Selangor Malaysia, it supersedes the archaic
“Odanna”
The correct term of address outside the society is Shihan, the
commonly used term of address within the society is Shihan,
Master, Odanna or Sensei are acceptable

世界学園⾧
SEKAI GAKUENCHOU

World Head Master of Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu, an alternate title for
the Head Shihan of Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu, specifically the
headmaster of the Bankoku Jujutsu Gakuen International Jujutus
Institute in Selangor Malaysia, it supersedes the archaic
“Odanna” Great Head of the Household
The correct term of address outside the society is Shihan, the
commonly used term of address within the society is Shihan,
Master, Odanna or Sensei are acceptable
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SENIOR GRADING UPDATE
The following People have recently passed their
examinations for promotion to a higher grade:

On October 3rd 2017 Master Errol Perera awarded Master Raymond LEA
with JUDAN 10th Dan (MENKYO KYOJUDEN/DENTO NO KYOJU) and named him SAIKO SHIHAN Head
Shihan of the KOKUSAI JUJUTSU KENKYUKAI the International Jujutsu Research Society.
On December 12th 2017 Master Lea, Saiko Shihan of the Kokusai Jujutsu
Kenkyukai presented Master Aridas SELVARAJ, headmaster of the
Kokusai Jujutsu Zaidan The International Jujutsu Foundation with HACHIDAN 8th Dan and
named him KAIDEN SHIHAN Shihan holding Menkyo Kaiden (Master Dan)
Master Lea also posthumously awarded HACHIDAN, KAIDEN SHIHAN to the
late Master Gurasami RAJATHURAI (Raj) formerly headmaster of the
International Jujutsu Foundation.
The following members of the International Jujutsu Foundation Recently
received promotions:
Mr. Shaun TAYLOR: Promoted to GODAN 5th Dan
Mr. Leon HIPPER: Promoted to SHODAN 1st Dan
Mr. Brett GRIFFITHS: Promoted to KUATSU TRAINED
MR. JOHN SAVILL: Promoted to KUATSU TRAINED

Hyou Michi –the Panther’s Way
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OH WHAT A NIGHT! CELEBRATING 50 YEARS OF TEACHING
On January 27th 2017 40 plus guests; students along with family and
friends old and new gathered at the Sunny Bank Community Centre to
celebrate Master Lea’s seventieth birthday and his fifty years of teaching
martial arts.

Amongst the martial arts practitioners present where John Collett Shihan, Graham Duck
Shihan, Chris Robinson Sensei and Peter Weddell sensei of the Kokusai Jujutsu
Kenkyukai, Tino Ceberano Hanshi, Steve Dare Shihan, Chris Clayton Shihan and Marie
Clayton Senpai, Sue and Remco Speekenbrink Renshi of the Kokusai Goju Kobujutsu
Kenkyukai, Shaun and Kylie Taylor, Ron and Joanne Middleton and Dan Olive from the
International Jujutsu Federation, Wayne Johnson of the Goju-ryu Karate-do Kyokai, Tony
Barnes of Aus-style Karate and Ken Twaddell Shifu of San Ho Chi Kung Gong-fu.

Master
Lea
was
presented with not one
but two cakes, one for
each milestone.
Commemorating his fifty
years of teaching was a
cake
with
a
very
Japanese Budo theme
with a sword on top and
surrounded by a red belt.
The inside of the cake
was layered in the colours
of the various belts work
by martial artists.
A very big thankyu to Maria Russ for organising the cakes!
A number of the guests gave testimonials and regaled us with tales tall,
but true, of Master Leas exploits in his younger days.
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John Collett Shihan had recently been overseas catching up with Master
Lea’s old training partners and with Errol Perera Daishi the Shuseki Shihan
Grand Master of Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu. As a result he was able surprise
master Lea with a certificate from Master Perera elevating him to DENTO
NO KYOJU Professor of the Tradion and JUDAN 10th Dan and acknowledging him as
SAIKO SHIHAN Head Shihan or Headmaster of the Kokusai Jujutsu Kenkyukai and
presenting him with a new, All Red Belt as appropriate for his position in
our Jujutsu.

Master Lea with members of the International Jujutsu Federation

The belt presented to Master Lea

As it usually is with this sort of gathering a good night was had by all, good
food, good drinks, good company, and good if occasionally embarrassing
reminiscing, reminding us all that we need to better keep in touch with our
dear ones.
Hyou Michi –the Panther’s Way
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SERIAL NO:

J001

NAME:

JAW LOCK
SHUGAKU-AZANAU
⾸顎糾う

REFERENCE: NOT IN “JUJUTSU AND KUATSU” BY
MASTER KAM HOCK HOE AND GRAHAM RENNIE 1974

CATEGORY: !
!
!
"
!

Forward
Sacrificial
Cyclonic
Come Along
Winding

!
!
"
!
"

Reverse
Flying
Take down
Lifting
Locking

Dr YANG Jwing-Ming Shifu’s demonstrates his method of Shugaku Azanau
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INTRODUCTION
This technique is relatively common across a number of martial arts
traditions; however, few apply the lock in quite the same way as it is
applied in Hyou-ha Bankoku jujutsu.
It is critical that the minor shift in the way the lock is applied is practiced
as it enhances the technique and therefore the level of control that can
be achieved.

DESCRIPTION
TORITE
MIGI

取り⼿ The Defender

SEIJOU KAMAE

and SEMETE

左構 え Left foot forward Posture

Semete steps forward AYUMI-ASHI
KAMAE

右構 え Right foot forward posture

MIGI SEIKEN-ZUKI 右正拳突き

2

Torite

face each other, torite in

右正 常 構 え Normal right foot forward Hyou-ha Bankoku Jujutsu Posture

semete in HIDARI KAMAE

1

攻め⼿ the Attacker

取り⼿ The defender

and

.

歩み⾜ Normal step through step

into MIGI-

and strikes at torite with a chest-high

Right-handed normal fist punch.

steps forward and slightly outside semete with

the left foot, AYUMI-ASHI 歩み⾜ Natural step through and deflects and captures
the attack with HIDARI KONTE-DORI* 左基本混⼿捕り Left handed “Brush/trap” *1
At the completion of konte-dori torite’s left hand should be near
semete’s elbow and the right hand should be at semete’s wrist.
1*

Konte-dori consists of a lead-hand

NAGASHI-UKE

回流し受け Flowing Palm

followed by the trailing-hand “brushing” up under the
lead-hand into KAKI-TE 鈎⼿ Hooking hand trap
deflection

Hyou Michi –the Panther’s Way
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3

Torite draws semete’s hand to his right Torite’s right as he steps behind
semete with his left foot, adjusting the feet as needed and strikes
semete on the left side of the neck with HIDARI NAIWANTO-UCHI 左内腕⼑打
Left-handed Inner Arm Sword strike.

4

Torite passes his left hand, palm down, over semete’s left shoulder
and across the front of semete’s throat until the wrist is past
semete’s chin - turning semete a little clock-wise is useful at this
point to take some of his balance away.

5

Torite cocks his left hand back in a form similar to an inverted
SEIKOKU-UKE 背曲受け

Back of wrist pressing deflection

and catches hold of the right

side of semete’s jaw, then winds semete’s neck in a counterclockwise direction until his Torite’s left elbow is behind semete’s
shoulder.

6

Torite draws his left elbow down semete’s back so that his forearm is
vertical and semete’s jaw is still hooked behind his hand and
semete’s right arm is still controlled with the point of the elbow to
the rear and semete’s right wrist at around chest height.
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7

Torite applies pressure to semete’s neck and shoulder by pushing his
left elbow forward and drawing semete’s jaw back thus causing
semete to lift onto his toes and submit.

8

Maintaining his hold on semete’s right wrist, torite steps back with his
left foot, turning 90o counter-clockwise and pulls semete backwards
so that his falls onto his back.

9

Torite follows up by pulling semete into a face down posture then
applying a standing arm and shoulder lock for submission.

SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
For safety in training ensure that the strikes and locks are applied safely,
releasing pressure as soon as semete submits by tapping.
In a self-defence situation apply the technique as the situation demands
but only use such force as is absolutely necessary.

Hyou Michi –the Panther’s Way
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NAME:
AUTUMN RAIN THIS IS A DANGEROUS POINT
JAPANESE: MURASAMI
ACUPUNCTURE: ST-9
村⾬
KANJI:
COMMON: RENYING ⼈迎

JP: JINGEI: MANS WELCOME

ALTERNATES: TIANWUHUI 天五會
WUHUI 五會

JP: Tengokai: Heaven’s Five Meetings

JP: Gokai: Five Meetings

DISCUSSION
This point is named for one of a pair of sisters Murasami and Matsukaze in a
famous Noh play “Pining Wind” a folk tale about love, loss and
betrayal. Indeed, not far from Murasami we find another
traditional hakuda kenpo attack point named for MATSUKZE
through pines.

松⾵ Wind

MURASAMI literal meaning “Village
Rain,” but generally accepted as
“Autumn Rain,” is a traditional hakuda
kenpo target that lies on the each side
of the neck.

Murasami and Matsukaze
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A hard impact on murasami may cause
trauma to the vertebrae of the neck.
Even a light impact can result in trauma
to the carotid artery and the
pheumogastric or vagus nerve, which in
turn may impact heart rate and
breathing, a lowering of blood pressure
leading to shock, loss of sensory and
motor function, loss consciousness or
death.
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CLASSIFICATIONS
Point of the Window of Heaven
Point of the Sea of Qi
Master Tung's Tonsilitis Nine

NEUROANATOMY
SUPERFICIAL INNERVATION: The cutaneous cervical nerve, the cervical
DEEPER INNERVATION:
DERMATOME SEGMENT:

branch of the facial nerve
The
sympathetic
trunk;
laterally,
the
descending branch of the hypoglossal nerve
and the vagus nerve
C2, C3

Nerves on the side of the neck
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SKELETAL ANATOMY
Skeletal features near murasami are shown below:

MUSCLULAR ANATOMY
The muscles near murasami are show below:
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VASCULATURE
The superior thyroid artery on the bifurcation of the internal and external
carotid artery are located behind murasami.

Arteries near Murasami

Veins near Murasami
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LOCATION
Level with the tip of and 1.5 cun lateral to the laryngeal prominence, in
the depression between the anterior border of the sternocleidomastoid
muscle and the lateral border of the thyroid cartilage.
i.

The carotid artery lies just deep to, and can be readily
palpated at, the anterior border of the sternocleidomastoid
muscle. This point therefore lies between the carotid artery
and the lateral border of the thyroid cartilage.
ii. Ask the patient to lie flat and remove any pillow. Palpate the
laryngeal prominence, and then, laterally, the lateral border
of the thyroid cartilage. A little more laterally than this, the
carotid artery may be felt. Use the index finger of one hand
to define and enlarge the space between the lateral border
of the thyroid cartilage and the artery and needle into this
space with the other hand
iii. In females the laryngeal prominence is not as pronounced
as in males. If it is indistinct, palpate the depression formed
by the lower border of the hyoid bone and the upper border
of the thyroid cartilage at the midline. The laryngeal
prominence lies just below this.

NEEDLING
Perpendicular insertion 0.5 to 1 cun.

NOTE:

According to most classical texts, this point is
contraindicated to moxibustion.

CAUTION: Care should be taken to avoid puncturing the carotid

artery which must be palpated and then held
laterally during needling, by using the index finger
and thumb of one hand, above and below the point.
This needling method should not be attempted by
those who have not had appropriate clinical
supervision.

TCM ACTIONS
•
•
•

Regulates Qi and blood and lowers rebellion
Benefits the throat and neck
Alleviates pain
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TCM INDICATIONS
•
•
•

•

Headache, dizziness, visual dizziness, red face, fullness of the
chest, shortness of breath, asthma, sudden
Turmoil disorder, vomiting, pulseless syndrome Takayasu's disease:
the aortic arch syndrome, hypertension, hypotension
Swelling and pain of the throat, SCROFULA A disease with glandular swellings,
probably a form of tuberculosis, GOITER A swelling of the neck resulting from enlargement of the
thyroid gland, difficulty in swallowing.
Lumbar pain

COMMENTARY
RENYING

⼈迎 ST-9

Five Meetings.

is also known by its alternative name TIANWUHUI

It is one of five points known as TIAN WUN BU points

天五會 Heaven’s
天五部 Five Great

in the Spiritual Pivot *1
which states “headache due to rebellion of yang, fullness of the chest
with difficulty in breathing, choose Renying ⼈ 迎 ST-9.” Located in the

Windows of Heaven, Literally “Five regions of the window of heaven”

pivotal neck region, Renying

⼈ 迎

ST-9

dramatically illustrates the

characteristic ability of this group of points to re-establish harmony in the
flow of Qi between the body and the head. The rebellion of Qi, which
arises when the Qi in the lower regions is disordered and chaotic, may
manifest in various ways. In the head it gives rise to headache, dizziness
and redness of the face; in the neck region it stagnates giving rise to
scrofula and goitre; in the middle and upper jiao it injures the normal
descent of Stomach and Lung Qi and gives rise to vomiting, sudden
turmoil disorder, wheezing, asthma and fullness of the chest.
According to ZHOU ZHICONG’S

周智聰

commentary on the above passage

from the Spiritual Pivot, the condition known as inversion Qi Disordered, chaotic
and rebellious Qi underlies the clinical manifestations of all the points of the
window of heaven. One of the manifestations of inversion Qi is sudden
acute pain, and this echoes the important modern use of Renying ⼈迎 ST-9
for acute lumbar sprain, as well as sprain and severe pain in any region
of the body. The ability of Renying ⼈ 迎 ST-9 to reorder rebellion and
upsurge of Qi also explains its strong action in reducing hypertension.
According to the chapter “Discourse On the Seas” of the Spiritual Pivot
Renying ⼈迎 ST-9 along with SHANZHONG 膻中 CV-17, YAMEN 鳩尾 GV-15 and DAZHUI 巨闕
is a point of the “Sea of Qi.” This passage gives the following indications
for insufficiency and excess of the sea of Qi “When the sea of Qi is in excess
there is fullness in the chest, urgent breathing and a red complexion. When
the sea of Qi is insufficient, there is scanty energy insufficient for speech.”
GV-14
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The dual and overlapping properties of Renying

⼈迎 ST-9

as a point of the sea

of Qi and a point of the window of heaven underline its importance in
harmonising and redistributing disordered Qi in the body.
As long ago as the Yellow Emperor’s Inner Classic *1, observation and
palpation of the pulse at Renying ⼈迎 ST-9 was considered an important
diagnostic method. The Essential Questions *2 in discussing obstructed
urination describes a pattern of “heat in the body like charcoal, the neck
and chest are obstructed as if separated, a restless and abundant pulse
at Renying ⼈迎 ST-9 and dyspnoea with counterflow Qi.” Elsewhere in the
Essential Questions great diagnostic significance is ascribed to the
relative strengths of the pulses at the wrist and at Renying ⼈迎 ST-9, whilst
ZHANG ZHONG-JING
Renying ⼈迎
衝陽

ST-42

ST-9

張仲景 150-219

refers to three methods of pulse diagnosis,

in the upper, the wrist pulse in the middle and CHONGYANG

in the lower. Because of the complications inherent in these

methods, they were abandoned relatively early in the history of Chinese
medicine in favour of focusing on the wrist pulse.

COMBINATIONS
•

SUDDEN TURMOIL DISORDER, HEADACHE, CHEST PAIN AND DYSPNOEIC RALES:
Renying ⼈迎 ST-9, NEIGUAN 內關 PC-6, GUANCHONG 關衝 SJ-1, SANYINJIAO 三陰交
SP-6

and ZUSANLI ⾜三⾥

ST-36

(Compilation *3)
⼈迎 ST-9

•

SCROFULA: moxa Renying

•

(Thousand Ducat Formulas *4)
TINNITUS WITH LUMBAR PAIN: first needle Renying
ERMEN ⽿⾨

SJ-21

and Zusanli ⾜三⾥

•

HYPERTENSION: Renying ⼈迎

•

HYPERTENSION: Renying
TAICHONG 太衝

•

ACUTE

ST-9,

ST-36

⼈迎 ST-9

thirty times

, then needle

(Secrets of the Celestial Star *5)

QUCHI 曲池

⼈ 迎 ST-9

⼿五⾥ LI-13

and SHOUWULI

, BAIHUI

LI-11

and Zusanli ⾜三⾥

百 會 GV-20

, Quchi

ST-36

曲 池 LI-11

and

LV-3

LUMBAR SPRAIN OR ANY ACUTE PAIN:

Renying

⼈迎 ST-9

bilaterally or

on the affected side
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HAKUDA KENPO
Murasami is a relatively easy target to attack; about halfway between
collar and jaw and about halfway between the front-centreline and the
side of the neck.

HAKUDA KENPO APPLICATION
STRIKING METHOD
Murasami is in essence a soft structure, Yin if you will, so the preferred
method is to use a hard weapon giving us Yang against Yin. For
example, TATE-KEN
親指拳 Thumb thrust

⽴拳 Vertical fist strike

KOYUBIKEN

, KEIKOKEN

小指拳 Little finger fist

HIRA SEIRYUTO-UCHI 平⽣⽴⼑打

鶏⼝拳 Fore knuckle strike,

, TEBASAMI-UCHI

OYAYUBI-KEN

⼿鋏打 Pincer Hand Strike

Flat standing sword hand strike.

Tateken

Keikoken

Oyayubiken

Koyubiken

Tebasami-uchi

Hira Seiryuto-uchi
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MECHANICS OF STRIKING
When striking to murasami is applied the impact should be heavy and
penetrating.

Strike to Murasami with Hira Seiryuto-uchi

Strike to Murasami with Koyubiken

DIRECTION OF ATTACK
When striking the murasami area of the neck the direction of the attack
should be towards the opposite side of the neck, front to rear.
Murasami can be struck or pressed in three directions all of which are
effective:
• Straight through the neck is the best method for a strike
• In and up when pressed brings great pain and causes
SEMETE’S

•

攻め⼿ The attacker

body to open up

In and down also brings great pain but causes semete’s
body to collapse forward

PRACTICE STRIKING MURASAMI
BACKHAND STRIKE
TORITE

取り⼿ The defender

with HIRA

slips under SEMETE’S

SEIRYUTO-UCHI

攻め⼿ The attacker

平⽣⽴⼑打 Flat standing sword hand strike

punch and strikes

to murasami on the

side of semete’s neck.
Follow up by wrapping the arm around semete’s neck and take them to
the ground with RASEN-KUBI 螺旋⾸

Neck Coil throw

Striking Murasami with Hira Seiryuto-uchi then Rasen-kubi
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FOREHAND STRIKE
Deflect Semete’s punch and turn him in a clockwise direction and
capture his head then change direction and strike murasami with
TEBASAMI

⼿鋏打 Pincer Hand Strike

pushing through the strike to throw semete to

the ground with a variation of KUBI-AZANAU DAI-NI ⾸糾う 第⼆

Neck twister throw #2.

Striking Murasami with Tebasami then Kubi-azanau Dai-ni

REFERENCES
*1 The LINGSHU JING

靈樞經

also known as DIVINE PIVOT, SPIRITUAL PIVOT, or

NUMINOUS PIVOT, is an ancient Chinese medical text the earliest version
of which is thought to have been compiled in the 1st century BCE on
the basis of earlier texts. It is one of two parts of a larger medical work
known as the HUANGDI NEIJING ⿈帝內經 Inner Canon of Huangdi or Yellow Emperor's Inner
The other section, which is more commonly used in Traditional
Chinese Medicine, is known as the SUWEN 素問 Basic Questions
Canon

*2 The HUANGDI NEIJING

⿈帝內經 Yellow Emperor’s Inner Classic, Essential Questions

literally

the “Inner Canon of the Yellow Emperor” or “Esoteric Scripture of the
Yellow Emperor,” is an ancient Chinese medical text that has been
treated as the fundamental doctrinal source for Chinese medicine
for more than two millennia. The work is composed of two texts; each
of eighty-one chapters or treatises in a question-and-answer format
between the mythical Yellow Emperor and six of his equally
legendary ministers.
*3 Compilation of the abstracts of acupuncture and moxibustion
papers: The First World Conference on Acupuncture-Moxibustion,
November 22-26, 1987, Beijing, China.
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*4 QIAN JIN YI FANG 千⾦翼⽅ Supplement to the Formulas of a Thousand Gold Worth (Thousand
Ducat Formulas)

was written by SUN SIMIAO

孫思邈

Died 682

was a famous

Traditional Chinese Medicine practitioner of the Sui and Tang Dynasty
periods. He was titled as China's King of Medicine 药王 Yaowang for his
significant contributions to Chinese Medicine and tremendous care
to his patients. He wrote that that medicine relies on the land. This
means that the overall environment where herbs are grown and
animals used in medicine are raised impacts their overall
effectiveness.
*5 The TIAN XING MI JUE 天星秘訣
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